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witChCrafT
WHiRlIng

™

A game by Erik Andersson Sundén

Welcome witch, your workbench is waiting...
Being a witch is all about wielding powerful magical ingredients. The more powerful, the more brilliant magic they can 

produce. But be careful, one witch can only wield so much power before everything blows up in their face. This is a fact 

you’re willing to use to your advantage when you’re trying to destroy your nemesis. However, while you’re brewing the 

ingredients to get the job done, someone else is trying to do the same to you! Well, at least you’ve got some  

more ingredients to work with now, you just have to make sure you’re not the one who blows up.
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Objective
Players use their recipe cards to produce as many 
ingredients as possible. They place these ingredients 
in their cauldron to send to their nemesis: the player 
on their right. However, each player’s workbench can 
only hold a certain amount of ingredients; when a 
player sends more ingredients than their nemesis can 
hold, the ingredients are instead placed in the player’s 
Witch’s Circle. 

The first player to have 5 or more ingredients in their 
Witch’s Circle wins the game!

Contents
Your game of Whirling Witchcraft™ should include  
the following components. If it does not, please visit  
https://alderac.com/customer-service for assistance. 

1 Rulebook

5 Player boards 

5 Cauldrons

5 Reference cards

60 Recipe cards 

17 Personality cards

170 Ingredient cubes

15 Arcana tracker tokens

 
Assembling the cauldrons

 

Component  
anatomy
Player boards

The player board  
is where players  
store their ingredients.

A. Witch’s Circle

B. Workbench

a. 3 spaces for  
Hearts of Shadow 

b. 4 spaces for Mandrakes 

c. 9 spaces for Toads , Spiders  & 
Mushrooms .  These are the basic ingredients.

 
 
Recipe cards

The recipe cards are used to 
transform ingredients.

A. Arcana

B. Ingredient input spaces

C. Recipe direction symbol

D. Ingredient output spaces

E. Initiative

 
 
Personality cards

A. Ability side

 Contains either a  
unique power or  
a unique recipe.

B. Ingredient side

 Specifies starting 
ingredients.

 
Rules on personality  
cards may override  
the rules in the rulebook.
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When playing a recipe, you may choose from your hand at random. If you do, you may trigger any arcana effect.
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2. If players are new  
to the game: 
Give each player an 
Initiate personality card 
(marked with a ).

If players are familiar  
with the game: 
Deal each player 2 
random personality 
cards (not Initiate). 
Each player chooses 
1 to keep and returns 
the other to the  
game box. 

Setup
1. Give each player a player board, a cauldron, and a 

reference card.

They place their personality card, with the 
ingredient side up, below their player board. 

3. Shuffle the recipe cards and deal each player 4 
cards face-down. These form the player’s hand 
which they can look at, but should be kept secret 
from other players.

4. Place the recipe deck within reach of all players.

5. Place all ingredient cubes in a general supply 
within reach of all players.

6. The 5 ingredients are: 

 

7. Give each player ingredients according to 
their personality cards, placing them on the 
corresponding spaces on their workbench.  
Each player flips their personality card to its 
ability side. If it has any arcana icons, they 
adjust the arcana tracker on their reference card 
accordingly. (see page 4)

The round
Each round is played in 2 phases:

Study phase - In which players add new recipe cards 
to their tableau.

Brewing phase - In which players produce 
ingredients that are sent to their nemesis in an 
attempt to overwhelm them.

Study phase
The study phase is played in 3 steps:

1. Play recipes - Each player plays 1 recipe card 
from their hand.

2. Reveal recipes - Each player reveals their played 
recipe card.

3. Resolve arcana - Resolve arcana on revealed 
recipe cards.

Each step is resolved simultaneously for all players 
before moving on to the next step.

Play recipes

Each player simultaneously chooses 1 of the recipe 
cards in their hand and places it face-down below 
their player board, next to any recipe and personality 
cards already placed there. Everyone must play a 
recipe card, even if they will not be able to use it  
this round.

Recipe cards with   as their recipe direction symbol 
may be rotated, switching the input and output 
sides, when they are played. The player who plays the 
recipe card must choose which way to play it before 
revealing it. Once the recipe card has been revealed,  
it may not be rotated again. 

Reveal recipes

All players reveal the face-down recipe cards they 
played in the previous step.

Toad Spider Mushroom

Mandrake
Heart of 
Shadow

Before choosing a recipe,  discard this card to discard your  hand and draw 4 new cards.
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Resolve arcana

Some recipe cards have 1 or more arcana icons  / 
 /  at the top of the card. 

Each player increases the count on the arcana tracker 
on their reference card for any arcana icons on the 
newly revealed recipe card. When a tracker reaches 
or passes an even number, marked , the player 
may trigger that arcana effect that turn. 

Arcana effects trigger on each even number.

It’s possible to play without using the arcana 
tracker, by simply counting the arcana icons each 
time a recipe card is played, and triggering the 
corresponding effect when a played recipe card 
means the amount reaches or passes an even number 
of arcana icons of a type.

If a player chooses not to trigger an arcana effect, 
they cannot save its use for a later turn. They must 
gather more arcana to reach or pass an even number 
to trigger the same arcana effect again.

Arcana effects: 
 
The player may add 1 ingredient of any 
type from the general supply directly 
to their cauldron as though they had just 
output that ingredient from a recipe. 
 
The player may remove up to 2 ingredients 
from their workbench. The ingredients may 
be different or the same type. 
 
Choose a type of ingredient (for example 
Spiders). For this round, the player may take 
ingredients of that type from the supply 
as if they were on their workbench when 
filling recipe inputs. 

Some cards may have multiple arcana icons, which 
can allow a player to trigger multiple arcana effects at 
once.

 
Example of resolving arcana

1. Kiki has 1 Potion and 1 Raven arcana.

2. She plays a recipe card with 1 Potion, 1 Raven and  
1 Book arcana and adjusts her arcana tracker 
accordingly. 
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3. Both the Potion and Raven arcana reach even 
numbers, meaning both their effects may be 
triggered.

4. The Book arcana reaches 1, meaning its effect can 
not be triggered this round.

5. Next round, Kiki plays a recipe with 2 Book arcana 
icons and adjusts her arcana tracker accordingly. 
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6. The Book arcana passes an even number, meaning 
its effect may be triggered. 

Brewing phase
The brewing phase is played in 4 steps:

1. Produce ingredients - All players produce 
ingredients using their recipe cards.

2. Pass cauldrons - Each player passes their 
cauldron to the right.

3. Check for winners - If a player has 5 or more 
ingredients in their Witch’s Circle, they win.

4. Pass recipe cards - Each player passes their 
hand of recipe cards to the left then draws up to 
their hand limit of 4 cards.

Each step is resolved simultaneously for all players 
before moving on to the next step.

Produce ingredients

All players produce ingredients using the recipe 
cards below their player board. The recipe cards can 
be used in any order.

To use a recipe card, a player must:

1. Place matching ingredients on all input spaces of 
the recipe card.

 The ingredients used can come from the player’s 
workbench or from the output spaces of 
previously used recipe cards.

 A recipe card’s input spaces must always be fully 
filled. It is not possible to partially fill a recipe 
card. 

2. Place matching ingredients from the general 
supply on all output spaces of the recipe card.
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 Players don’t have to use all their recipe cards, 
even if they have the ingredients to do so. This 
also applies to a recipe card with no pictured 
input ingredients.

 Each recipe card may only be used once per 
round.

 Some recipe cards have hybrid input or output 
spaces  where the player can choose which 
of the pictured ingredients to place. Each time 
the player uses the recipe card, they may choose 
either of the pictured ingredients..

 
Example of producing ingredients

1. Matilda uses the first recipe card by placing 1 
Mandrake and 1 Toad from her workbench on its 
input spaces.

2. From the general supply she places 1 Mandrake 
on the first output space. She can choose to place 
either 1 Mushroom or 1 Spider on the second one. 
She chooses to place 1 Mushroom.

3. Matilda uses the second recipe card by placing 
2 Mushrooms on its input spaces, 1 from her 
workbench and 1 from the output of the previously 
used recipe card.

4. She places 1 Mandrake and 2 Spiders from the 
general supply on the output spaces.

5. Matilda chooses not to use the third recipe card, 
even though she has the necessary ingredients.

When a player has used all the recipe cards they 
want, they move all remaining ingredients on the 
output spaces of their recipe cards to their cauldron. 
Then they move the ingredients from the input 
spaces back to the general supply.

There is no limit to the general supply. In the unlikely 
event that players run out of ingredient cubes in 
the general supply, they should let players return 
ingredients from the input spaces of their used 
recipes before they are finished. If this is not enough, 
use temporary substitutes.

On rare occasions, timing of who decides to 
produce which ingredients will matter. If there is 
ever a situation where the order of players matters, 
the player with the lowest initiative on their most 

recently played recipe card goes first. The player 
with the second-lowest initiative goes next, and so 
on. To keep the game flowing it’s strongly advised 
that players only use this turn order when absolutely 
necessary.

 
Example of using initiative

1. Piper played the recipe card with initiative 17 
(rotated).

2. Rebecka played the recipe card with initiative 18. 
Before Piper chooses what ingredient to produce 
with her recipe card, she wants to know which 
ingredient Rebecka chooses to use as input for her 
recipe card. Likewise, Rebecka wants to know 
what ingredient Piper will produce before 
choosing what ingredient to use as input for her 
recipe card. They decide to play in initiative order 
to resolve this. 
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Piper

Rebecka

3. Since Piper played the recipe card with the lowest 
initiative this round, she is forced to make her 
decision first. 

Pass cauldrons

Each player passes their cauldron, and all ingredients 
on it, to the player on their right. The receiving 
player adds the ingredients from the cauldron they 
just received to the corresponding spaces on their 
workbench. After filling the spaces, any ingredients 
that do not fit on a player’s workbench are placed in 
the Witch’s Circle of the player to their left (the player 
who passed them the cauldron). 

The number of ingredients that can fit on the 
workbench (as shown by the pictured spaces):

3 Hearts of Shadow

4 Mandrakes

9 Mushrooms 

9 Spiders 

9 Toads
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Example of passing cauldrons

1. Trixie has 1 Heart of Shadow and 2 Mandrakes on 
her workbench after producing ingredients.

2. Yennefer passes her cauldron, with 2 Spiders and  
4 Mandrakes, to Trixie.

3. Trixie places the 2 Spiders and 2 of the Mandrakes 
on her workbench.

4. Since she can’t fit the last 2 Mandrakes on her 
workbench, they are placed in Yennefer’s  
Witch’s Circle.

Check for winners

If any player has 5 or more ingredients in their Witch’s 
Circle, they win the game. If no player has won the 
game, continue to the next step of “Pass recipe cards”.

In the case of simultaneous winners, the player with 
the most ingredients in their Witch’s Circle is the 
winner. If there is still a tie, the tied player with the 
most different types of ingredients in their Witch’s 
Circle is the winner. If there is still a tie, the tied 
player with the least number of ingredients total on 
their workbench is the winner. If there is still a tie, the 
tied players share the victory.

Example of checking for winners

1. Sabrina has 5 Hearts of Shadow in her Witch’s 
Circle after passing cauldrons.

2. Willow has 4 Mandrakes and 2 Spiders in hers.

3. Since they both have 5 or more ingredients in their 
Witch’s Circle, the game ends and they are tied for 
winning. Since Willow has more ingredients in her 
Witch’s Circle (6 vs Sabrina’s 5), she wins the game.

 

Pass recipe cards

Each player passes all remaining recipe cards in their 
hand to the player on their left, then draws up to their 
hand limit of 4 cards. 

Start a new round and keep playing until a winner  
is found.

Sabrina’s workbench Willow’s workbench

Winner!

1 2

Yennefer’s workbench Trixie’s workbench

1

2

3

4
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Personality card clarifications
Some personality cards are discarded when using 
their unique power. Discarded personality cards  
are placed back in the box and are not used more  
this game.

Clairvoyant

Typically, when drawing cards before 
starting a new round, the Clairvoyant 
player draws 2 cards (to their hand limit 
of 5) and the player to their left draws no 
cards (to their hand limit of 4).

Daredevil

The arcana effect triggered by this 
ability is in addition to any arcana effects 
the player would normally trigger that 
round.

Frog Whisperer & Hidden Power

For these recipes, the player chooses  
any output ingredient of their choice.  
For Hidden Power the ingredients may 
be different or the same type.

Potion Brewer

When adding an ingredient to their 
cauldron from their workbench, 
the player may choose any type of 
ingredient.

Spellbook Scholar

The player may spend the Mandrake 
for this effect from their workbench or 
output from recipes. The player may use 
this ability in addition to a Book arcana 
effect triggered normally.

Trickster

During setup, the recipe is placed 
with the Mushrooms as input. This 
personality card breaks the rule of 
recipe cards not being able to rotate 

once revealed.

Uncontrolled Powers

If the player adds more ingredients 
to their workbench than spaces to 
hold those ingredients (e.g. more than 
4 Mandrakes) they place the extra 
ingredients in the Witch’s Circle of the 
player to their left.

Whirlwind

The player may choose to rotate any 
recipe card as it is played, even if it 
normally could not be rotated. The 
recipe cards still cannot be rotated after 
they are revealed.

Witch of All Trades

If the player has at least 1 each of Hearts 
of Shadow, Mandrakes, Mushrooms, 
Spiders and Toads in their cauldron 
after producing ingredients but before 
passing their cauldron, they may move 
1 ingredient of any type from their 
cauldron to their Witch’s Circle.

You have a hand size of 5.
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When playing a recipe, you may choose from your hand at random. If you do, you may trigger any arcana effect.
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After passing recipe cards,  you MUST rotate this card.
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After you have produced ingredients and you have at least 1 of each type of ingredient in your cauldron, take  1 ingredient from your cauldron  and place it in your Witch’s Circle.
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Each turn before playing a recipe,  you MUST take 3 ingredients of  a single type of your choice and  place them on your workbench.
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